Impacts of global warming on gravity wave (GW) momentum flux (MF) in the lower stratosphere are estimated by analyzing results of simulations we performed using a high-resolution coupled climate model. In the "doubled CO2 climate" during the June-August period, a nearly uniform and isotropic increase in MF of 20 40% is obtained at 70 hPa as a result of an upward displacement of the tropopause. The geographical pattern of the largest enhancement of MF is generally coincident with changes in the tropospheric GW source. Eastward and westward components of MF both increase in relation to the enhanced source activity as well as to change in the tropopause height. However, the eastward component is preferentially filtered by the increased background westerly winds in the lower stratosphere. As a result, the net westward MF largely increases in the tropics and the southern mid-latitudes.
Introduction
Vertically propagating gravity waves (GWs) transport momentum and energy upward from the troposphere to the middle atmosphere. They accelerate/decelerate large-scale mean flows, and drive the extratropical poleward meridional mean circulations as well as the equatorial quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO) in the lower stratosphere. Their morphology and characteristics have been studied with satellite, rocket, balloon, and aircraft observations (cf., Fritts and Alexander 2003) .
When considering potential future climate changes associated with the increase in greenhouse gases (GHGs), it is important to take changes in GW activity into account. These changes would impact critically on stratosphere-troposphere exchanges of GHGs (cf., Butchart and Scaife 2001; Sudo et al. 2003) since the extratropical circulation in the lower stratosphere is partly driven by GWs. However, spatial resolutions in existing climate models are too coarse to resolve a substantial part of the GW spectrum. At present, we simply do not have enough knowledge of the future changes in GWs and their sources.
In this study, we perform the first estimation of the global climatology of the momentum flux (MF) of GWs in the lower stratosphere as well as its response to global warming. For this purpose, the results of a 1%/year CO2 increase experiment with a high-resolution climate model are analyzed. The focus is on the vertical flux of zonal momentum ( u´w´) at 70 hPa, which is carried by GWs smaller than 930 km in terms of horizontal wavelength. Possible mechanisms that cause changes in GWs will be discussed.
Model and experiment
A coupled atmosphere-ocean general circulation model, MIROC3.2-hires, is used in this study (K-1 model developers 2004) . Its atmospheric component is a T106L56 spectral atmospheric general circulation model (AGCM). The minimal horizontal wavelength resolved by the AGCM is 380 km. This resolution is still too coarse to cover a wide spectral range of GWs in the real atmosphere (tens to thousands of km), resulting in an underestimation of MF. The AGCM has 56 layers from the surface to approximately 40 km. It has a constant vertical resolution of 550 m from 300 hPa to 50 hPa, but becomes coarser above 50 hPa. The equatorial QBO is not reproduced in the AGCM, because of the coarse vertical resolution above 50 hPa. Nevertheless, the vertical resolution is sufficiently high for the present MF analysis at 70 hPa. Kawatani et al. (2003) utilized an earlier version of the AGCM (T106L60), and showed that the modeled GW potential energy (Ep) distribution in the lower stratosphere agreed well with that derived from the GPS/MET measurement (cf., Tsuda et al. 2000) . The Ep simulated in the present model is consistent with their results (not shown). The present AGCM employs the orographic GW drag parameterization (GWDP) of McFarlane (1987) in order to reduce westerly bias in the troposphere. As a result, model-resolved GWs over the land are modified by the GWDP. Hence, we will mainly focus on GWs over oceans during the June-August (JJA) period, when orographic GWs are nearly absent over the Northern Hemisphere (NH) extratropics due to the critical level filtering.
The data set analyzed in this study consists of the 60 80th years of a pre-industrial control experiment (CTL) and the 60 80th years of the 1%/year CO2 increase experiment (GHG). The 60 80th years of GHG are an approximation of the so-called "doubled CO2 climate". In these experiments three-dimensional instantaneous data are stored every 6 hours for 23 pressure levels, i.e., 1000, 925, 850, 775, 700, 600, 500, 400, 300, 250, 200, 150, 100, 70, 50, 30, 20, 10, 7, 5, 3, 2 , and 1 hPa. Although such coarse sampling limits quantitative analyses on GW generation and propagation processes, the present study only aims for a qualitative understanding of GW responses to global warming. In this study wave components with a total horizontal wavenumber greater than 42 are extracted with a spherical high-pass filter, and are considered as GWs. They include waves with a horizontal wavelength of approximately 380 km < = h < = 930 km. We define the responses to the global warming in terms of differences in climatology, i.e., differences in averages over the 60 80th years between GHG and CTL. 
Results
We first focus on the zonal mean winds and temperatures in CTL and GHG, and investigate changes in their structures. Fig. 1a shows contour plots of the zonal mean zonal winds in CTL (blue) and GHG (red), as well as a color plot of their differences. Fig. 1b is similar to Fig. 1a except with respect to the zonal mean temperatures. A warming in the tropical upper troposphere and coolings in the extratropical lowermost stratosphere are evident. These strengthen the upper part of the subtropical jets through the thermal wind relationship. These changes are robust and observed throughout the year. Moreover, an upward displacement of a zero wind line is obvious in the NH extratropics. The increase of the westerly winds in the lower stratosphere helps upward propagation of westward traveling GWs, as well as orographic GWs. An upward displacement of the tropopause (thick dashed curves in Fig. 1b ) may also alter GW activity in the lower stratosphere. In this study, the tropopause is defined by 2.5 × 10 4 s 2 in terms of the squared buoyancy frequency. It is very close to what is defined by the temperature lapse late.
In the present analysis, MF is separately averaged for positive and negative components, and the magnitude of each is displayed. Although a spacio-temporal Fourie analysis may give more accurate MF values, the coarse temporal resolution of the present dataset largely eliminates its advantage. Hence, we took time averages of instantaneous MF values at each grind point, separately for positive and negative ones. The resultant MF values would significantly underestimate true values, but are still useful for qualitative investigations. The positive (negative) component corresponds to eastward (westward) propagating GWs relative to background winds, assuming upward energy propagation. Fig. 2a shows the CTL-JJA climatology of westward MF (MFW) at 70 hPa, while Fig. 2b shows that for eastward MF (MFE). The dominance of MFW is obvious in the southern mid-latitudes where the westerly wind is strong (see Fig.  1a ). On the other hand, a broad peak for MFE extends from Southeast Asia to North Africa, where an upper tropospheric easterly jet exists associated with the Indian summer monsoon. The MF value is small in the NH extratropics where the zero wind line exists near 70 hPa (Fig. 1a) . The land-ocean contrast suggests the importance of GWs over land in the zonal average of MF, although the resolved GWs are affected by the orographic GWDP in the present simulations. Ern et al. (2004) performed the first satellite estimation of MF magnitude at a height of 25 km in August 1997 (Ern et al. 2004 , Fig. 3 ). Considering the different analysis altitudes and the ranges of horizontal wavelengths, the agreement between the satellite estimation and the present AGCM results is reasonable in terms of the geographical variations and magnitude of MF. The largest difference is that MF in the southern highlatitudes is smaller in the AGCM than in the satellite estimation. This probably results from the insufficient horizontal resolution of the AGCM. In fact, a finer T213L250 AGCM gives larger MF values over the Southern Ocean (Kawamiya et al. 2005) .
The geographical distribution of MF in GHG resembles that in Fig. 2a , but the magnitude of the MF is substantially larger than that in the CTL. Figs. 2c and d show percent differences of MFW and MFE, i.e., (GHG CTL)/CTL × 100. It is surprising that the MF values increase by more than 20% almost everywhere to the north of 30°S for both the eastward and westward components. Increases in MFW are particularly large over the oceans in the tropics and the southern mid-latitudes, as well as over the land in the northern mid-latitudes and the Andes. In these regions MFW increases by 40 60% or more. On the other hand, increases in MFE are most pronounced over the oceans in the tropics.
To understand the causal mechanisms behind the changes in MF, variation in GW sources in the troposphere should be considered separately from the background profiles of winds and stability. Fig. 2e shows differences in the zonal winds averaged over 100 70 hPa. As mentioned earlier, the vertical extension of the NH tropospheric westerly wind increases in GHG. The large increase of MFW over the land in the NH midlatitudes can be largely attributed to reduced critical level filtering of orographic GWs. In the southern midlatitudes, MFW largely increases over the oceans in response to the strengthened westerly wind, which helps upward propagation of westward traveling nonorographic GWs. Fig. 2f shows percent differences in GW source activity in the troposphere, which is approximately represented by a time average of strong upward motions (with pressure velocity less than 0.1 Pa s 1 ) at 700 hPa. The large increases in MF over the tropical oceans as well as over the North Pacific and the Mediterranean Sea coincide well with the increases in the tropospheric source. The larger increases of MFW in comparison to MFE in these regions are consistent with the increase of westerly winds in the lower stratosphere; that is, the stronger westerly wind preferentially filters out eastward propagating GWs.
The geographical pattern of enhanced MF has been qualitatively explained by the changes in the background zonal wind and the tropospheric GW sources. However, these mechanisms can not account for the nearly uniform and isotropic increase of MF by more than 20%. Fig. 3 shows contour plots of the zonal mean MFE in CTL (blue) and GHG (red), as well as a color plot showing their differences. It turns out that the contour lines of MFE shift upward in the upper troposphere and the lower stratosphere as the tropopause height rises in GHG (dashed curves). This then results in the nearly uniform MF increase at 70 hPa since the magnitude of the MF decreases monotonically with altitude. An exception is 45°S, where the filtering effect of the strengthened westerly dominates this effect (Fig. 1a) . A similar, almost uniform upward shift is evident for MFW contours (not shown). Although the processes of individual GW generation in the AGCM are yet to be understood in detail, it is natural that the upward shift of the tropopause would lead to GW generation at higher altitudes, resulting in the realization of a larger MF at 70 hPa. If we focus on MF at the tropopause, we observe increases in the tropics and the NH mid-latitudes, reflecting the change in tropospheric source.
To summarize the MF changes more quantitatively, Fig. 4 shows the latitudinal distribution of the zonal mean MF at 70 hPa. Note that grid points over the land are excluded from the present zonal average (not in Fig.  3 ), because they are affected by the orographic GWDP and not appropriate for a quantitative comparison. In CTL (blue curves), the magnitudes of MFE and MFW show similar latitudinal variations, resulting in a small net MF (MFE MFW). The MFE and MFW plots exhibit three broad peaks at about 7°N, 35°S, and 78°S. These peaks correspond to non-orographic GW sources, i.e., convection and frontal systems, involved in the ITCZ and baroclinic eddies in the southern subtropics and high-latitudes (see Figs. 2a b) . The net MF is particularly small in the NH extratropics where the zero wind line is located near the 70 hPa level. The dominance of MFE is obvious only at 10 25°N where the easterly wind is dominant in the lower stratosphere. A net negative (westward) MF is evident in the southern extratropics, corresponding to the predominant westerly wind. In GHG, the zonal mean MFE and MFW increase by 10 40% and 10 55%, respectively. Although interannual variability of MF is not discussed in this paper, these MF differences well exceed 95% confidence limit at most latitudes. The larger increase for MFW is due to the preferential filtering of eastward propagating GWs by the strengthened westerly. As a result, the net westward MF increases by a factor of two in the tropics and the southern mid-latitudes. In the tropics, the zonal mean MFE and MFW increase by 40% and 50%, respectively. 
Summary and discussions
The response of MF due to GWs to global warming has been estimated at 70 hPa using the results of highresolution coupled climate model simulations. The MF during the JJA period is compared between CTL and GHG climatologies. The geographical distribution of MF simulated in CTL corresponds well to the satellite estimation. The responses of MF to changes in the tropospheric GW source were qualitatively reasonable. In addition, a nearly uniform and isotropic MF increase was obtained in GHG, which was associated with an upward displacement of the tropopause due to global warming. Although both MFE and MFW increased, MFE was preferentially filtered-out by the increased westerly in the lower stratosphere. Hence, the net westward MF increased by a factor of two in the tropics and southern mid-latitudes.
In this study, we have mainly focused on the responses of MF at a single pressure surface. Effects of the MF changes on large-scale circulations are still under investigation. A large increase in the net westward MF for the southern mid-latitudes should be followed by changes in GWD distribution and stratosphere-troposphere exchange in the AGCM. Moreover, the large MF increase in the tropics may significantly affect the QBO (cf., Giorgetta and Doege 2005) .
There is, however, large uncertainty in the present results. The large-scale responses of the zonal winds and temperature are probably reliable. Hence, the almost uniform and isotropic increase of MF in the lower stratosphere is qualitatively plausible. On the other hand, the changes in the tropospheric GW source may strongly depend on the cumulus convection and stratiform cloud parameterizations in the AGCM (e.g., Horinouchi et al. 2003) . The sources and wave parameters of GW may be altered by the increase in the tropopause depth, which should change MF in the lower stratosphere. If such processes were not properly simulated in the AGCM, the nearly uniform increase of MF might not be robust. The MF values also depend on the horizontal wavelengths of the resolved GWs. Since the MF values were found to significantly increase in a finer T213L250 AGCM simulation (e.g., Kawamiya et al. 2005; Watanabe et al. 2005) , even larger MF responses might be obtained in more realistic simulations. Analyses on the spatiotemporal distribution of MF will need data output at higher temporal resolution. Further experiments and analyses are needed to reduce these uncertainties.
